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We propose families of protocols for magic-state distillation—important components of fault-tolerance
schemes—for systems of odd prime dimension. Our protocols utilize quantum Reed-Muller codes with
transversal non-Clifford gates. We find that, in higher dimensions, small and effective codes can be used
that have no direct analogue in qubit (two-dimensional) systems. We present several concrete protocols,
including schemes for three-dimensional (qutrit) and five-dimensional (ququint) systems. The five-
dimensional protocol is, by many measures, the best magic-state-distillation scheme yet discovered. It
excels both in terms of error threshold with respect to depolarizing noise (36:3%) and the efficiency
measure known as yield, where, for a large region of parameters, it outperforms its qubit counterpart by
many orders of magnitude.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The central challenge of implementing scalable quan-
tum computing is to protect quantum systems against noise
and decoherence while retaining the capacity to perform
computation. Quantum error correction and fault-tolerant
techniques provide a solution to this problem, and a variety
of constructions for fault-tolerant quantum computation
have been proposed [1–4]. In all these schemes, a delicate
balance must be maintained between coherently manipu-
lating the encoded system while preserving the protected
subspace and prohibiting the proliferation of errors. For
example, for schemes built on stabilizer codes [5], trans-
versal gates have the desired properties, while, in topologi-
cal systems, topologically protected braiding operations
[2] provide the logical gates. While much work in quantum
computation has focused on qubits (two-level systems), it
is known that, for any prime d, effective codes exist for
storing d-level quantum systems [5–7]. Thus, qudit sys-
tems are also candidates for scalable fault-tolerant quan-
tum computation.
In many approaches, the protected unitary gates are a
subset of the so-called Clifford group. It is known that the
stabilizer operations (comprising Clifford unitaries as well
as preparation and measurements in the computational
basis) can be classically simulated efficiently [5,6,8] and
that, on their own, they are not universal for quantum
computation. Furthermore, several theorems have shown
[9–12] that, in general, there is a tension between providing
protection against generic noise and achieving universal
quantum computing.
Despite these obstacles, fault-tolerant universal quan-
tum computing is possible [1]. One particularly success-
ful approach, known as state injection, is to achieve
universality by augmenting the fault-tolerant operations
with a supply of many copies of a suitable ancillary
resource state. While methods for the direct preparation
of sufficiently noise-free protected resource states have
been proposed [1], a particularly elegant solution can be
provided by distillation techniques, outlined in Fig. 1,
where many noisy copies of a resource state can be
distilled to arbitrary fidelity by using only error-protected






FIG. 1. An outline of a single round of magic-state-distillation
protocol. Within many architectures of fault-tolerant quantum
computing, a large proportion of the device is committed to these
magic-state factories. Each attempt uses n copies of a state  and
when successful outputs a state 0 / EðnÞ. For n given suc-
cessful attempts, the output states are used as inputs into the next
iteration. Within the magic-state model, the completely positive
map, E, is composed of a sequence of Clifford unitaries and Pauli
measurements. This figure illustrates a protocol where n ¼ 4, for
example, the ququint, d ¼ 5, protocol that we discuss through-
out the article.
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Here, we consider the typical but idealized case in
which the available protected operations are perfect
stabilizer operations. In our discussion, whenever we
speak of a qubit, we mean a qubit encoded into either
a topological system or a stabilizer code that provides
protection of stabilizer operations. This idealized setup
has become known as the magic-state model. It was first
studied by Bravyi and Kitaev [13], who proposed two
protocols for the distillation of high purity nonstabilizer
states. The states produced by distillation are a suitable
resource for subsequent state injection of a non-Clifford
unitary and so are known as magic states. In parallel,
Knill proposed the concept of a postselected quantum
computer [4,14,15] that used state preparation protocols
that appeared distinct from magic-state distillation but
were later shown to be equivalent [16]. These techniques
are key components of many fault-tolerance schemes,
including, for example, the topological cluster-state
scheme [3,17–22].
Additional protocols discovered later by Reichardt
[16,23,24] increased the family of qubit states known to
be distillable. Conversely, Campbell and Browne [25,26]
showed that no finite iterative protocol could distill all
mixed nonstabilizer states. Results of many other inves-
tigations have contributed to our understanding of
the magic-state theory for qubit systems [27–30], and a
five-qubit distillation protocol has been implemented in an
NMR system [31].
The theory of higher-dimensional quantum computation
[32–35], stabilizer operations, and error-correcting codes
[36,37] is well known. However, higher-dimensional
magic-state models have been largely neglected until re-
cently. In anyonic systems, the dimensionality of the avail-
able stabilizer operations is determined by the underlying
physics, and so with some physical systems we would have
no choice but to work in the higher-dimensional model
(see, e.g., [38,39]). Recent progress on this problem has
centered on exploiting a discrete phase-space, or Wigner
function, representation of quantum states [40–42].
Notably, Veitch et al. [42] showed that states with positive
Wigner functions can never be used as resources for magic-
state distillation. Although all stabilizer states have
positive Wigner functions, there also exist undistillable
nonstabilizer states and thus bound magic states.
The discovery of this theorem, which rules out the
possibility of magic-state distillation in certain cases,
took place without any known distillation protocols in
higher dimensions. However, we have recently proposed
a protocol for three-dimensional (qutrit) systems that uses
a generalization of the five-qubit code [43]. We observed
magic-state distillation there, but the error suppression was
slower than in qubit protocols. Here, we present a family of
protocols that distill magic states in any odd prime dimen-
sion and do so with a quadratic reduction in noise per
iteration. Given that noise reduction, the protocols are
competitive with (and in some cases outperform) the best
previously known qubit protocols.
Our protocols exploit higher-dimensional quantum
Reed-Muller codes [44] and so generalize the qubit proto-
col of Bravyi and Kitaev [13] that used a 15-qubit quantum
Reed-Muller code. This 15-qubit code was, to our knowl-
edge, first developed by Knill, Laflamme, and Zurek [45]
and later further developed by Steane [46]. These quantum
codes are constructed from classical Reed-Muller codes
[47–52], which have played a pivotal role in classical
coding theory. (Notably, the family of Reed-Muller codes
includes the infamous Reed-Solomon code used for com-
munication with the Voyager space probe and for data
storage on compact disks.)
We begin with a formal description of the Clifford
group and the magic-state model. This description al-
lows us to state our main theorem, which is roughly that
magic-state distillation is possible in higher dimensions.
Next, we review some basic theory of quantum error
correction and show what properties of error-correcting
codes would enable us to build a protocol for magic-
state distillation. This review sets the stage for con-
structing codes, the quantum Reed-Muller codes, that
have the required properties. Next, we introduce some
additional tools from classical coding theory that help to
simplify our analysis for a uniform depolarizing noise
model.
To quantify the performance of our protocols, we
consider several metrics and evaluate them for systems of
up to 19 dimensions. In some respects, systems of different
dimensions are incomparable, as the engineering chal-
lenges vary for systems of different sizes. However, if no
additional assumptions on the physics of the underlying
architecture are given, our figures of merit are the most
natural. With this disclaimer, our analysis indicates that,
for qutrits and ququints (five-dimensional systems), our
protocols perform well, compared both to qubit protocols
and to protocols for systems of even higher dimensions.
For these two protocols, we investigate their performance
in more detail. We find that the qutrit protocol performs
well but that the ququint outperforms all other known
magic-state protocols in terms of both the degree of error
on the initial state it can tolerate and the efficiency of the
protocol. We show that the effectiveness of these protocols
can be related to properties of the Clifford group. The
startlingly good performance of these protocols makes
higher-dimensional systems an enticing alternative to qubit
systems.
Finally, we show how to perform state injection to
convert the distilled magic states into non-Clifford gates.
The addition of any non-Clifford unitary to the set
of n-qudit Clifford gates gives a set of gates dense in
SUðdnÞ and thus approximately universal via the
Solovay-Kitaev theorem. This fact is well known for qubits
but is also true for general prime d, as follows from
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theorems proven by Nebe, Rains, and Sloane in their recent
book [53]. (See Appendix D.)
II. STABILIZER OPERATIONS AND
THE MAGIC-STATE MODEL
We are interested in d-dimensional quantum systems, or
qudits, where d is an odd prime. The computational-basis
states are labeled by j 2 Fd, where Fd denotes the finite
field of d elements. For such systems, the so-called Pauli
group, P d, is generated by
X ¼ X
j2Fd
jj  1ihjj; Z ¼ X
j2Fd
!jjjihjj; (1)
where  is addition modulo d and ! ¼ expði2=dÞ. The
conjugation relation, XZ ¼ !1ZX, is easy to verify and
used throughout. The Pauli group over n qudits, P nd, is the
n-fold tensor product of the single qudit Pauli group.
Consider an Abelian subgroup of the Pauli group S that
contains the identity but no other multiple of the identity,
e.g., !1 =2 S. Associated with this group is a physical
subspace, called a stabilizer code, and a projector onto
this subspace,  / Ps2Ss. We equate  with the code
and call S the ‘‘stabilizer group’’ of the code. When the
code is one-dimensional, the projector describes a pure
quantum state, which we call a pure stabilizer state. We
will also follow common terminology and call any proba-
bilistic ensemble of pure stabilizer states a stabilizer state,
even when a unique stabilizer group describing the mixture
does not exist.
The Clifford unitaries Cnd are those that conjugate the
Pauli group to itself, so Cnd ¼ fU;UP ndUy ¼ P nd; U 2
UðdmÞg. The whole Pauli group is a subgroup of the
Clifford group, P nd  Cnd. Gottesman [36] introduced sev-











and the two-qudit gate, the SUM gate (a generalization of
the controlled bit-flip gate),
SUM ¼X
j
jjihjj  Xj: (3)
These gates have been shown to generate the
whole Clifford group [54]. The magic-state model also
allows the implementation of so-called Pauli measure-
ments. For any given Pauli U 2 P nd, which we express as
U ¼ Pd1k¼0 !kUk, we allow for positive-operator valued
measurements with elements fUkg. It is commonplace,
although a modest abuse of terminology, to speak of mea-
suring the Pauli U.
For an n-qudit system, the space of possible density
matrices is within the set of bounded operators, BðH dnÞ,
acting on H d
n
. For such a space, the set of physical
stabilizer operations allowed in the magic-state model is
captured by the following definition.
Definition 1. Consider a completely positive map E:
BðH dnin Þ ! BðH dnout Þ. The map is a stabilizer operation
if and only if it can be composed from the following
elements:
(1) Clifford unitaries,
(2) measurements and subsequent projections on stabil-
izer subspaces,
(3) preparation of fresh ancilla in a stabilizer state,
(4) tracing out of unwanted qudits, and
(5) adaptive decision making based both on measure-
ment outcomes and on random coin tosses.
The number of qudits that are output and input may
differ, as is typically the case when magic-state distillation
is performed.
III. REQUIRED PROPERTIES OF
GATES AND CODES
Every code defines an iterative scheme for magic-state
distillation. However, some codes are much more suitable
than others, and their usefulness can often be inferred from
abstract properties of the code. In particular, the 15-qubit
Reed-Muller code exploited by Brayvi and Kitaev has a
very special property. There exists a product operator, of
the form Un, that acts on the logical basis as a non-
Clifford operator. Such a code is said to have transversal
non-Clifford gates, and we will consider generalizations of
the qubit Reed-Muller codes with this remarkable property.
The transversal non-Clifford gate of the 15-qubit code,
the so-called =8 gate denoted as U=8, has another addi-
tional interesting property: For all Pauli P 2 P n2 , we have
that U=8PU
y
=8 2 Cn2 . Gottesman and Chuang defined this
set of gates as the third level of an infinite hierarchy of
qubit gates [55]. The hierarchy generalizes easily to qudits.
Definition 2. The kth level of the Clifford hierarchy for n
qudits is the set
CndðkÞ ¼ fUj8P 2 P nd; UPUy 2 Cndðk 1Þg; (4)
where the first level is the Pauli group Cndð1Þ ¼ P nd.
The hierarchy is defined recursively with the kth level as
the set of unitaries that conjugate the Pauli operators to a
unitary in the ðk 1Þth level. The first level is fixed
as the Pauli group, and the second level is simply the
Clifford group Cndð2Þ ¼ Cnd. Higher levels are sets without
a group structure. The qudit gates of interest share these
properties with the qubit U=8 gate and are defined
as follows.
Definition 3. The set of gatesMmd contains all M such
that
(1) M is diagonal in the computational basis,
(2) Md
m ¼ 1,
(3) M 2 SUðdÞ, and
(4) M 2 C1dð3Þ=C1dð2Þ.
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We now outline the motivation for these criteria
and remark that M can be remembered as short for
magic. Conditions 1–3 will be directly related to the
transversality of the gate for our quantum Reed-Muller
codes. Furthermore, if we express the eigenvalues of M
as expði2j=dmÞ, then condition 2 entails that j are
integers, and condition 3 is satisfied when
P
jj ¼ 0.
Condition 4 requires that, while M is a member of the
second level of the Clifford hierarchy, it is not a member of
the Clifford group itself. Therefore, we conclude that the
operator
CM ¼ MXMy (5)
is in the Clifford group but is not a Pauli operator. The
eigenstates of CM will be the attractors of our distillation
protocols, which is why it is essential thatCM is a non-Pauli
operator. Distillation would be possible without requiring
that CM be a Clifford operator, but demanding this property
provides us with tools that improve the protocol’s efficiency.
We observe that these sets form their own hierarchy such
that, for any m<m0, we haveMmd Mm0d . This relation
holds because, almost trivially,Md
mþ1 ¼ ðMdmÞd ¼ 1d ¼ 1.
We remark also that, ifM 2Mmd , thenMy 2Mmd , and we
use this feature throughout.
For every such set that is not empty, we design
protocols that distill eigenstates of CM. However, we
need to know whether such gates exist. In the qubit setting,
the =8-phase gate provides such a unitary for m ¼ 4.
However, for m< 4, it is easy to check that all qubit gates
with the form required by conditions 1–3 of the above
definition are Clifford unitaries and thus fail condition 4.
Remarkably, for all odd prime dimensions d  3, we can
find such gates for m ¼ 2, and, when d  5, these gates
exist for m ¼ 1, as was first shown in Ref. [56]. Using tall
brackets to denote binomial coefficients, we have the fol-
lowing theorem.
Theorem 1. For all odd primes d, there exists a gate M
such that:
(1) for d ¼ 3, we have M 2Mmd for all m  2, and
(2) for prime d  5, we have M 2Mmd for all m  1.


















We refer to this M as the canonicalMd gate.
In particular, the canonicalMd gate is associated with
the non-Pauli Clifford unitary
CM ¼ MXMy / XP; (8)
where P is the Clifford gate introduced earlier in Eq. (2).
Clearly, a different M exists for every dimension d.
For notational clarity, we suppress this d dependence.
To find a gate with the desired properties, we are guided
by analogy with the qubit case. The qubit gate U=8
satisfies U=8XU
y





in the higher dimensions the gate P often plays an analo-
gous role to S. The above similarities suggested to us that
Eq. (8) might yield an M consistent with Definition 3.
Given this informed hypothesis, solving for M requires
only basic algebra, as is shown in Appendix A.
Comprehensive classification of families of gates with
the desired properties has been derived by Howard and
Vala [56] using tools from symplectic geometry. That odd
prime dimensions can produce the desired gates with
smaller m is no mere technicality; it has far-reaching
benefits for the magic-state distillation in higher dimen-
sions. We also remark that these gates, for d ¼ 3; 5, are
Clifford equivalent to those found in Ref. [41] to be the
most robust to depolarizing noise before becoming stabil-
izer operations.
The eigenstates of CM are nonstabilizer states, which we
label jMki. We note that jMki ¼ Mjþki, where jþki is an
eigenstate of X with eigenvalue !k. We aim to use magic-
state distillation to purify copies of jM0i from noisy copies
and in turn to use these copies for fault-tolerant state
injection of the magic unitary M. We are now in the
position to state our main result.
Theorem 2. Consider anyM 2Mmd for any odd prime d
and any integerm  2, or any odd prime d  5 andm  1.
There exists a stabilizer operation, E, that iteratively distills
the magic state jM0i. The map E takes n ¼ dm  1 copies
of a qudit state , where
 ¼ 1 hM0jjM0i: (9)
With nonzero probability, the protocol outputs a state
0 / EðnÞ such that
0 ¼ 1 hMy0 j0jMy0 i: (10)
There exists a K > 0 such that for all  we have 0  K2.
Consequently, there exists a threshold  > 0 such that,
if 0< < , then 0 < .
Notice that, after a single iteration, using noisy jM0i
states as input, the protocol will output a noisy jMy0 i state.
By performing an even number of iterations, a fixed state
can be distilled. We call this phenomenon cycling, and in
many cases it may be prevented by some Clifford unitary
correction. However, cycling can be desirable, as it pro-
vides us with a mechanism for producing both jM0i and
jMy0 i states. The rate of error suppression is always qua-
dratic, and so these results give the first better-than-linear
error reductions in higher-dimensional systems.
The Clifford unitary CM plays a practical role in
several steps of our protocols. First, it is used for CM
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twirling, which is a process for converting input states
into a canonical form. By randomly choosing an integer,
k ¼ 1; . . . ; d, and applying CkM, we twirl any quantum
state into the jMki basis. Hence, all qudit states, ,
can be twirled into a form that depends only on









Our distillation protocols seek to increase the value of f0.
Later, we show that CM is also used in our protocols for
Clifford correction, which significantly increases the suc-
cess probability, and as part of the final state injection.
IV. MAGIC-STATE-DISTILLATION PROTOCOLS
A. CSS codes
Calderbank, Shor, and Steane identified a special class
of quantum codes, which in their honor are now known as
CSS codes [57]. These codes have stabilizers generated by
two subgroups, SZ and SX, which contain only Zk and Xk
terms, respectively. Therefore, the code projector has the
formS ¼ SXSZ . All CSS codes can also be described
by a pair of classical vector spaces, which correspond to SZ
and SX. If we have a vector u 2 Fnd and a single qudit
operator, U, then we define the n-qudit operator
U½u ¼ nk¼1Uuk: (12)
The kth element of the vector, u, tells us what multiple
of U acts on the kth qudit. It follows that, for every
s 2 SZ, we can find a u such that s ¼ Z½u. In fact, SZ ¼
fZ½u;u 2 LZg, where LZ is a linear vector space. The
closure of the stabilizer group under multiplication is
easily seen to directly correspond to closure of LZ under
additional modulo d. Similarly, we can find a linear code,
LX for SX. The whole stabilizer must be Abelian, and
so for all u 2 LX and v 2 LZ we require hu; vi ¼
jujvj ¼ 0. Furthermore, for any code, L, we define the
dual code L? ¼ fu; hu; vi ¼ 0;8v 2 Lg. In terms of du-
ality, commutation inside the stabilizer equates to LX 
L?Z and LZ  L?X . The dimensionalities of the duals are
related by DimðL?Þ ¼ n DimðLÞ, where n is the di-
mension of the vector field they inhabit, namely, Fnd. For a
CSS code, k ¼ n DimðLZÞ  DimðLXÞ gives the num-
ber of logical qudits supported by the code .
Here, we are solely interested in stabilizer codes of only d
dimensions, in other words, a single logical qudit. It is useful
to specify a basis spanning the code, whichwe again do using
Pauli operators ZL and XL. These operators are the so-called
logical operators of the subspace, and they must commute
with the code stabilizer. However, with respect to each other,
the logical operatorsmust conjugate in the sameway asZ and
X, such that XLZL ¼ !1ZLXL. It follows that there exists
an orthonormal basis, fjjLig, of stabilizer states that obey
ZLjjLi ¼ !jjjLi, XLjjLi ¼ jjL  1i, and which we call the
logical basis. In this basis, the code projector can be ex-
pressed as ¼ PjjjLihjLj. We alsomake use of theX basis
that we denote as jþji for single qudits stabilized by !jX
and jþLj i for logical encoded states stabilized by !jXL.
Typically, such logical operators can also be expressed in
terms of vectors, such asXL ¼ X½u, where commutation of
XL with SZ entails u  L?Z andLZ  u?.
For this given vector description, a useful fact is that
LZ ¼ ðspanðLX;uÞÞ?, where the spanð. . . ; . . . Þ is the vec-
tor space generated by its arguments. Let us prove this fact
by first observing that, since LZ  u? and LZ  L?X , we
have that LZ  ðspanðLX;uÞÞ?. That LZ can be no
smaller than this set follows from dimension counting;
more precisely,
Dim fðspanðLX;uÞÞ?g ¼ n DimðspanðLX;uÞÞ
¼ n DimðLXÞ  1:
Since we have a single logical qudit, k ¼ 1, we also know
that DimðLZÞ ¼ n DimðLXÞ  1. Since the dimension-
alities match, the assertion is proven. Also taking ZL ¼
Z½v and noting ðL?Þ? ¼ L, we can deduce many such
results for single qudit codes by similar reasoning:
L Z ¼ ðspanðLX;uÞÞ?; (13)
L?Z ¼ spanðLX;uÞ; (14)
L X ¼ ðspanðLZ; vÞÞ?; (15)
L?X ¼ spanðLZ; vÞ: (16)
We employ the above relations throughout.
The smallest unitary capable of nontrivially acting on
the code gives the code’s robustness to noise. For CCS
codes, it suffices to consider the phase and the bit-flip noise
separately. For an operator U½u, its ‘‘size’’ is measured
by the Hamming weight, jujH ¼ f#xj; xj  0g, in other
words, the number of qudits on which the operator acts
nontrivially. The robustness to phase noise is measured
by the distance, DZ ¼ minfjvjH;Z½v ¼ ZLg, and to
bit-flip noise, the robustness is measured by DX ¼
minfjvjH;X½v ¼ XLg. The overall distance of the
code is D ¼ minfDX;DZg. Finally, we remark that for
any code there always exists a Clifford unitary that
decodes, such that UZLU
y ¼ Z1 and UXLUy ¼ X1.
B. Suitable codes
We now define the broad class of quantum codes that we
show can be used to distill these magic states.
Definition 4. An n-qudit stabilizer code, , is an
Mmd -distillation code if all of the following conditions
hold:
(1) All M 2Mmd are transversal such that
MnðMnÞy ¼ MyLML,
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(2) the code has a distance of D  2, and
(3) the code has logical Pauli operators XL ¼ X½1 and
ZL ¼ Z½ðd 1Þ1.
We have introduced the vector shorthand 1 ¼
ð1; 1; . . . ; 1Þ. Notice that we require a special kind of trans-
versality, such that the logical operator, MyL , is imple-
mented by applying Mn. The need for complex
transposition is explained later and will be seen to result
in a cycling phenomenon in the distillation protocol.
Here, we show that all Mmd -distillation codes can be
used to perform distillation for magic states of the form
jM0i ¼ Mjþ0i for allM 2Mmd . Because of cycling, after
a single iteration using noisy jM0i states as input, the
protocol will output a noisy jMy0 i state.
Theorem 3. For a given n-quditMmd -distillation code of
distance D, the following condition holds: For all M 2
Mmd , there exists a stabilizer operation, E, that iteratively
distills the magic state jM0i. The protocol takes as input n
copies of a state, , where
 ¼ 1 hM0jjM0i: (17)
With nonzero probability, the protocol outputs a state 0 /
EðnÞ such that
0 ¼ 1 hMy0 j0jMy0 i: (18)
There exists a K > 0 such that for all  we have 0  KD.
Consequently, there exists a threshold  > 0 such that if
0< <  then 0 < .
Later, we show the existence of the required codes with
D ¼ 2, which will then entail Theorem 2. For now, we
show how to proceed when given such a code.
C. The protocol
We prove the above key result constructively. For a
given n-qudit Mmd -distillation code and any M 2Mmd ,
we can perform the following iterative magic-state-
distillation protocol.
(1) Take n copies of the state  and CM twirl them.
(2) Measure generators of the phase stabilizer SZ.
(3) Accept all outcomes but perform a Clifford correc-
tion operator CM½w tuned to outcomes.
(4) Measure generators of the bit-flip stabilizer SX.
(5) Postselect on all ‘‘þ1’’ measurement outcomes.
(6) Decode the encoded qudit to a single qudit.
(7) Use the output labeled 0 as input in the next
iteration.
When iterating the protocol, on the odd iterations we must
replace CM by C
y
M to account for cycling. We have not yet
defined the exact setting of CM½w but will come to this in
due time. For simplicity, though, we begin with assuming
that step 2 generates all þ1 measurement outcomes for
which CM½w ¼ 1. We explain later how the Clifford
correction in step 3 increases the success probability.












wherewtkðvÞ is the kweight, the number of elements in v is








where MyL ¼ Mn. On a successful projection onto the








as the projector commutes withML. We need to determine
the effect of each term jþvi, which we find to be




p jþLj i; 8 v  j1 ¼ w;
such that w 2 LZ:
(25)
The first equation covers all v =2 L?X , and the second
equation covers all v 2 spanðLZ;1Þ. By virtue of
Eq. (16), we know that L?X ¼ spanðLZ; 1Þ, and so these
equations account for all possible v. The constant c gives the
probability of this projection when the initial state is pure:
c ¼ trðjþ0ihþ0jnÞ: (26)
Furthermore, jþin is an eigenstate of SX , and so this
randomness can be completely attributed to the Z-stabilizer
measurements, which can be made deterministic by Clifford
correction. Equations (24) and (25) follow directly from
properties of error-correcting codes; for completeness,
more details are given in Appendix B.
In summary, the transversality of M allows us to con-
sider the distillation of magic states jM0i as equivalent
to the simpler problem of distillation in the X basis.









The output state is diagonal in the basis MyLjþLj i rather
than in the desiredMLjþLj i. We reiterate that this cycling is
not problematic, as an even number of iterations always
brings us back to the initial basis. Decoding onto a single
qudit and using E to denote the whole process, we have
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vjMyj ihMyj j: (28)
By expanding v, we obtain an iterative formula for










which has been renormalized by dividing through by the
success probability P. This probability equals the sum of








The summation over all j, such that v  j1 2 LZ, is
equivalent to a sum over all v 2 spanðLZ; ðd 1Þ1Þ.
Using the features of CSS codes [see Eq. (15)], we know






Notice that we have dropped a factor of c from the success
probability, which will be justified later by Clifford cor-
rection. Both the numerator and the denominator of f0j are
polynomials of degree n and can be calculated from the
classical codes.
D. Analyzing the iterative formulas
Here, we consider some properties of the above iterative
formulas. First, we consider a simple depolarizing noise
model and give a Taylor series approximation. Next, we
consider a completely general noise model and show the
existence of a distillation threshold.
When the noise is depolarizing, and so fj0 ¼ =ðd 1Þ














where j . . . jH is again the Hamming weight. The factors fn0
appear on both the numerator and the denominator and so
cancel. Making use of the shorthand
 ¼ fj0
f0
¼ ðd 1Þð1 Þ ; (33)







Such cases are easier to study, as they depend only on a
single parameter and the simple Hamming weights. Indeed,
we show later, in Sec. VE, that this simple form can be
further simplified by leveraging some powerful techniques
from classical coding theory. For now, wemake some casual
observations concerning quadratic error suppression.
Taylor expanding the numerator and denominator to




1þ bD þOðDþ1Þ ; (35)
where a (b) is the number of weight d elements of LZ
(L?X ), respectively. Both LZ and L?X contain a single-
weight zero element, v ¼ 0 ¼ ð0; 0 . . . 0Þ. By definition,
both contain no other elements with weights smaller than
d. Further approximating the denominator and using f00 ¼
1 0 yields
0 
 ðb aÞD þOðDþ1Þ: (36)
So, the suppression of errors is degree D as 
 . In
particular, since D  2, the error suppression is at least
quadratic.
The depolarizing noise model is useful for illustrating
the salient features of a distillation protocol. However, it is
important to demonstrate error suppression and the exis-
tence of a threshold for all possible noise models. Again,
















Both LZ and L?X contain v ¼ 0, for which wtk0ðvÞ ¼ 0,
and so both the numerator and denominator contain a term
equal to 1. We make a very coarse lower bound on the
numerator, which must be greater than 1 since all terms are
positive. We wish to set the upper bound on the denomi-
nator less coarsely. First, we define  ¼ maxk0fkg and
use it to replace all other noise parameters in the denomi-







Recall that v ¼ 0 contributes 1 to the summation, and all
other terms have an upper bound of D, where D is the
distance of the code. Hence, we have
f00  ð1þ CDÞ1; (39)
where C is the number of nontrivial terms, C ¼ jL?X j  1.
Clearly, for real x we have 1  ð1 x2Þ, and so
1  ð1 xÞð1þ xÞ and the positivity of x entails
ð1þ xÞ1  ð1 xÞ. Using this result with x ¼ CD
gives f00  1 CD, and furthermore







where 0 ¼ 1 f00. We assume without loss of generality
that f0 is larger than all other fj, which allows us to bound
ð1 Þ1  d, and so
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0  dDCD: (41)
The above inequality gives us a valid constant K ¼ dDC,
as asserted in Theorems 2 and 3. Realization of the exis-
tence of some distillation threshold follows quickly. If we
consider  ¼ KðD1Þ1 , we find that, if 0< < , then
0 < . The above analysis is very general, but the corre-
sponding bounds are far from tight and a much higher 
exists.
E. Clifford correction
So far, we have assumed that the Z-stabilizer measure-
ments all yield the desiredþ1 outcome. Next, we consider
the process of Clifford correction, as outlined by step 3 of
our protocol introduced in Sec. IVC. This additional strat-
egy significantly increases the success probability of each
round, so much so that success is guaranteed in the limit of
pure initial states. The general idea is that, for any mea-
surement outcomes with the resulting projector0SZ , there
exists a Clifford CM½w such that CM½w0SZ ¼
SZCM½w. The key fact exploited is that, for a single
qudit, CMZ ¼ !1ZCM, and so, for many qudits,
CM½wZ½v ¼ !hw;viZ½vCM½w. To proceed, we must
specify the projector 0SZ . We begin by expressing the
linear code as LZ ¼ fGu: u 2 Fmd g, where m ¼
DimðLZÞ and G is an m n matrix called the generator
matrix of LZ. Each column of G gives an individual
generator of LZ and hence of SZ. When the measurement
corresponding to the jth generator gives the outcome !kj ,
















and so the correction works when for all u we have
hk;ui ¼ hw; Gui modulo d. We can always choose a
canonical form for the generator matrix, such that
G ¼ ð1mjG0Þ, where the identity acts on the first m rows
of G and G0 labels the remainder of the matrix. For such
a canonical generator matrix, we choose w to equal w ¼
ðk1; k2; . . . ; km; 0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ, so it matches the measurement
outcomes on the first m entries. This choice yields
hw; Gui ¼ hk;ui, and so Clifford correction achieves
its goal.
V. REED-MULLER CODES
A. Some concrete examples
Our demonstration of magic-state distillation in
higher dimensions has been conditional on the existence
of Mmd -distillation codes, as specified in Definition 4.
Before introducing a family ofMmd -distillation codes for
all odd prime d, we give some concrete examples. We label
the codes asQRMdðmÞ, where d is again the dimension-
ality andm dictates the size and transversality properties of
the codes.
Definition 5. QRM3ð2Þ is a CSS code over n ¼ 8
qudits of dimension 3. The LX code is generated by
u1 ¼ ð1; 2; 0; 1; 2; 0; 1; 2Þ;
u2 ¼ ð0; 0; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 2Þ:
(44)
Similarly, LZ is the code generated by
v1 ¼ ð1; 2; 0; 1; 2; 0; 1; 2Þ;
v2 ¼ ð0; 0; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 2Þ;
v3 ¼ ð0; 0; 1; 2; 0; 2; 1; 0Þ;
v4 ¼ ð1; 1; 0; 1; 1; 0; 1; 1Þ;
v5 ¼ ð0; 0; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ:
(45)
The logical operators are ZL ¼ Z½21 and XL ¼ X½1.
For the above qutrit code, we find that it is transversal










where  ¼ expði2=9Þ.
In the introduction of suitable non-Clifford gates,
Theorem 1 shows that, for odd primes greater than 3, it is
sufficient to set m ¼ 1 to find non-Clifford gates.
Remarkably, this property implies that we can find even
smaller codes with transversal non-Clifford gates. The
smallest such code exists for d ¼ 5, and as we shall see
later it performs exceptionally well at magic-state
distillation.
Definition 6. QRM5ð1Þ is a CSS code over n ¼ 4
ququints of dimension 5. The LX code is generated by
u1 ¼ ð1; 2; 3; 4Þ: (47)
Similarly, LZ is the code generated by
v1 ¼ ð1; 2; 3; 4Þ; v2 ¼ ð1; 4; 4; 1Þ: (48)
The logical operators are ZL ¼ Z½41 and XL ¼ X½1.
For the above code, we find that it is transversal with
respect to the canonicalM5 non-Clifford gate,
M ¼
!3 0 0 0 0
0 ! 0 0 0
0 0 !1 0 0
0 0 0 !2 0
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where ! ¼ expði2=dÞ ¼ expði2=5Þ. Notice how the
eigenvalues are all powers of !. For dimensions smaller
than d ¼ 5, any diagonal gate with phases that are multi-
ples of ! is a Clifford gate rather than a non-Clifford gate,
as desired. This property makes it possible in higher
dimensions to find smaller codes with a transversal non-
Clifford gate.
From this information, one can numerically verify
that both codes are well defined and have the correct
transversality properties. Transversality can be verified
by calculating the effect of the non-Clifford gates on the
logical-basis states. Over the following sections, we
develop an analytic proof that these features are valid for
a whole family of quantum codes. Further details of the
performance of these codes are given later, but we hope
that these examples help guide the reader through the
general case.
B. Classical Reed-Muller codes
Here, we review d-ary generalizations of Reed-Muller
codes [49–52] and derive the crucial properties we exploit
later. Convention dictates that we denote Reed-Muller
codes as RMdðu;mÞ, where d tells us the relevant field,
u is the order of the code, and m determines the size of the
code. Here, we explicitly use only Reed-Muller codes of
first order, so u ¼ 1. All Reed-Muller codes are defined by
polynomials of a degree bounded by the order of the codes.
For order 1 Reed-Muller codes, we must consider degree 1
polynomials, in other words, linear functions. The dual of a
Reed-Muller code is another Reed-Muller code, although it
may have a different order [49–52]. In this way, higher-
order Reed-Muller codes do enter into our work. However,
it is sufficient for us to define them in terms of duality.
Ultimately, we use not these codes but their smaller short-
ened versions introduced in the next section. However,
for pedagogical reasons, we first review the unshortened
variants.
We begin with a review of linear maps. There are dm
linear maps from Fmd onto Fd. All such maps, g u: F
m
d ! Fd,
can be labeled by vectors themselves, say, u 2 Fmd ,
and then the function will evaluate to g uðaÞ ¼ h u; ai ¼
j ujaj, again modulo d. Next, we consider another map-
ping, Umd : F
m
d ! Fnd, where n ¼ dm, such that
Umd ð uÞ ¼ ðh u; a0i; h u; a1i; . . . ; h u; an1iÞ; (50)
where aj is the base d representation of the natural number
j. For example, with d ¼ 3 and m ¼ 2, we have the
ordered set
fajg ¼ fð0; 0Þ; ð0; 1Þ; ð0; 2Þ; ð1; 0Þ; ð1; 1Þ; ð1; 2Þ; ð2; 0Þ;
ð2; 1Þ; ð2; 2Þg:
Hence, for u ¼ ð0; 1Þ, we have
U23½ u ¼ U23½ð0; 1Þ ¼ ð0; 1; 2; 0; 1; 2; 0; 1; 2Þ: (51)
For any d and m (positive integers), the set
L ¼ fu ¼ Umd ð uÞ; u 2 Fmd g is a linear vector space.
Closure of the vector space under addition follows directly
from the closure under addition of homogenous linear
maps. The codes of interest are constructed by considering
all affine functions, which are linear maps plus an addi-
tional constant c such that they map u to Umd ð uÞ  c1.
Definition 7. Unshortened Reed-Muller codes,
RMdð1; mÞ, are classical linear codes on Fnd, where n ¼
dm, of dimension mþ 1. They are the set of code words
RMdð1; mÞ ¼ fUmd ð uÞ  c1: u 2 Fmd ; c 2 Fdg defined in
terms of affine functions.
Such codes have many exotic properties. Before inves-
tigating them, we introduce one more definition.
Definition 8. We say that a function : Fnd ! Z is a 
function if there exists a set of d integers f0; . . . ; d1g
such that
P




Note that  functions are closely related to the non-
Clifford gates introduced in Definition 3. Our main obser-
vation here is the following lemma.
Lemma 1.Given a  function and an unshortened code
RMdð1; mÞ, all v 2RMdð1; mÞ satisfy ðvÞ ¼ 0
modulo dm.
To prove the lemma, we first consider code words where
u ¼ 0, and so v ¼ ðc; c; c . . . cÞ; then,
ðvÞ ¼ dmc; (53)
which vanishes modulo dm. Let us now consider the code
word for the unit vector, u ¼ ð1; 0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ, and c ¼ 0.
The corresponding code word has a repetitive structure, as
in Eq. (51), where each element of Fd appears d
m1 times.
Hence,
ðvÞ ¼ dm1 Xd1
j¼0
j ¼ 0; (54)
since we required in the definition of a  function thatP
d1
j¼0 j ¼ 0. The above argument looks tailored to code
words for a unit vector u, but a similar argument holds for
all code words with nontrivial u. More precisely, for any
nontrivial u, there are dm1 different linear maps that
evaluate to each possible output. To prove this statement,
consider that the family of linear maps is invariant under
change of variables that preserve linearity. Hence, the
family of functions can always be expressed in a basis
such that u is a unit vector. Furthermore, these code words
have uniform multiplicity of every value Fd, and so adding
c1 reorders only the elements and not the multiplicity with
which they appear. This argument proves our lemma.
In summary, unshortened Reed-Muller codes have a
huge amount of symmetry that they inherit from the
families of affine and linear maps. However, they actually
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have too much symmetry for our purposes. We break just
enough of that symmetry by shortening the code.
C. Shortened classical Reed-Muller codes
Given a code L over Fnd, the corresponding shortened
code, denoted as L, is over Fn1d . It contains all the code
words of L with 0 in the first position and that position
deleted. The process of shortening is closely related to
puncturing, where the first position is removed but all
code words are kept. We can also give a self-contained
definition of a shortened Reed-Muller code as follows.
Definition 9. ShortenedReed-Muller codes,RMdð1;mÞ,
are classical linear codes on Fnd, where n ¼ dm  1, of
dimension m. They are the set of code words
RMdð1; mÞ ¼ fPmd ð uÞ: u 2 Fdg defined in terms of
linear maps.
Here, Pmd is the same map as U
m
d , but omitting the first
element. For example, the shortened version of Eq. (51) is
P23½ u ¼ P23½ð0; 1Þ ¼ ð1; 2; 0; 1; 2; 0; 1; 2Þ; (55)
which is also one of the generators of the LX code for the
quantum code, QRM3ð2Þ, reviewed earlier. Notice that
the self-contained definition of the shortened Reed-Muller
code makes use of only linear maps and not affine maps. In
the unshortened code, we had a generator 1 that corre-
sponded to the constant term in affine functions. However,
when shortening a code, we keep only code words with
zero in the first position, and so the 1 generator is dropped.
For this reason, the dimension of the code drops by one:
Dim½RMdð1; mÞ ¼ Dim½RMdð1; mÞ  1. Let us now
consider the shortened analog of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Given a  function  and a shortened code
RMdð1; mÞ, all v 2RMdð1; mÞ satisfy ðv  c1Þ ¼
c modulo dm.
The proof follows quickly from Lemma 1. Given a v 2
RMdð1; mÞ, let us define
w ¼ ð0; v1; v2; . . . ; vnÞ  c1;
¼ ðc; v1  c; v2  c; . . . ; vn  nÞ; (56)
where clearly w is a code word of the unshortened code
RMdð1; mÞ. Furthermore,ðwÞ ¼ ðvÞ þ c, as it has an
extra term appended. However, Lemma 1 tells us that
ðwÞ ¼ 0, and so ðvÞ ¼ c. We will soon see that
Lemma 2 is intimately related to the transversality of
quantum gates for an associated quantum code.
D. Quantum Reed-Muller codes
Here, we construct quantum codes from shortened Reed-
Muller codes for general m and d.
Definition 10. QRMdðmÞ with m  1 is a quantum
CSS code over n ¼ dm  1 qudits of prime dimension d.
The code space is defined by
(1) LX ¼RMdð1; mÞ,
(2) LZ ¼ ðspanðLX; 1ÞÞ?,
(3) XL ¼ X½1, and
(4) ZL ¼ Z½ðd 1Þ1.
We could have equivalently specified LZ as a higher-
order Reed-Muller code, although the above definition is
simpler. We first check thatQRMdðmÞ codes are indeed
quantum codes. By construction, the stabilizer is Abelian,
as LZ  L?X . It is easy to check that the logical operators
are well defined: that ZL commutes with the stabilizer, XL
commutes with the stabilizer, and XLZL ¼ !1ZLXL.
Now, our next main result can be concisely stated.
Theorem 4. QRMdðmÞ quantum codes are
Mmd -distillation codes of distance D ¼ 2.
The main property we need to prove is transversality for




jv  j1i: (57)













where  is a  function (recall Definition 8) using the
integers fjg associated with the eigenvalues of the unitary





¼ expð2ij=dmÞjjLi ¼ MyLjjLi;
and so we can identify Mn with MyL .
Proving a distance lower bound is straightforward, as
distance 2 is the smallest nontrivial distance. The relevant
distance is Dz, the smallest jvjH such that it produces a
logical error Z½v ¼ ZjL. For such an operator, v 2 L?X
but v  0, so the phase error commutes with the X stabil-
izer but is nontrivial. If such an operator existed with
Hamming weight 1, it would entail that there exists a qudit
on which LX acts trivially, which there is not. That the
distance is not greater than 2 follows from the discussion in
the next section.
E. MacWilliams identities
We have introduced higher-dimensional Reed-Muller
codes and shown that they have suitable transversality
properties for magic-state distillation. Knowing the code
stabilizer and using Eqs. (29) and (34), we can calculate the
exact analytic formula for arbitrary noise. ForQRM3ð2Þ,
the general noise problem is tractable because LZ and L?X
are quite small sets, but the size and complexity of
these sets grows rapidly with d and m. This complexity
is relevant because the fidelity after one iteration is
calculated by summing over all elements in LZ and L?X .
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By considering depolarizing noise, the problem is partially










Weight enumerators have been extensively studied in clas-
sical coding theory [47]. In particular, a weight enumerator
for a codeL can be related to the weight enumerator for the
dual code L? by the MacWilliams identity [47],
WL?ðÞ ¼ dDimðLÞ½1þ ðd 1ÞnWLð ~Þ;
where we use the shorthand
~ ¼ 1
1þ ðd 1Þ : (61)
Using LZ ¼ ðspanðLX; 1ÞÞ? ¼ ðL0XÞ? [see Eq. (13)] and





The codes LX and L0X are much smaller and simpler
than their duals, and so the MacWilliams identity has
proven extremely helpful. Indeed, for Reed-Muller codes,
we can find a closed form for these enumerators. When
LX ¼RMdð1; mÞ, we have
WLX ð ~Þ ¼ 1þ ðdm  1Þ ~ðd
mdm1Þ (63)
and
WL0X ð ~Þ ¼ WLX ð ~Þ þ ðd 1Þ½ ~ðd
m1Þ
þ ðdm  1Þ ~ðdm1dm1Þ: (64)
(See Appendix C for details.) Combining all these formu-
las and reverting back to the original variables  gives a
closed analytic form, which is manageable, albeit a bit long
for reproducing here. Rather, we present the Taylor expan-
sion to second order in :
0 ¼ ðd
m  1Þðd 2Þ
2ðd 1Þ 
2 þO½3: (65)
It is interesting that, for all protocols based on a quantum
code QRMdðmÞ, we see quadratic error suppression for
all odd prime d and all m; in contrast, the quantum Reed-
Muller code used by Bravyi and Kitaev, QRM2ð4Þ, ob-
tained a cubic reduction, such that 0 
 353. Our analysis
also describes the Bravyi-Kitaev protocol, the only differ-
ence being that in the qubit case we needm  4, and so the
above formula also holds for qubits. It is intriguing to
observe that the factor ðd 2Þ appears above, and so the
quadratic term vanishes only in the qubit case; thus, in
higher dimensions, these Reed-Muller codes are only
distance 2. This property is one of many curious differ-
ences between qubits and odd prime dimensions.
VI. PERFORMANCE OF PROTOCOLS
Here, we consider various aspects of the performance of
our protocols. We begin by showing that our protocols
yield magic states at a rate that scales only polynomially
with the desired final error probability. We then use
MacWilliams identities to analyze thresholds under depo-
larizing noise models for much larger codes. Next, we
consider in more detail the performance of our protocol
based onQRM3ð2Þ andQRM5ð1Þ.
A. Yields
The overall performance of a protocol can be captured
by its yield. Given some target error probability, we cal-
culate the yield as the expected fraction of the initial copies
that achieves the goal. By definition, for any protocol
and any distillable state , with error probability in, there
exists a number of rounds Nð; targetÞ required to achieve
target. If on the kth round of distillation the success proba-









where n is again the number of copies used per iteration.
We are interested in how the yield scales as target vanishes.
The success probability is continuous in  and approaches
1 as  vanishes; thus, Pk approaches 1 as k increases.
Therefore, for all p < 1, there exists a c such that for all
k > c we have Pk > Pc ¼ p. Hence, we can set a lower
bound on the yield such that







where C is a constant overhead, independent of target, that
represents the yield for c iterations. Furthermore, after c
iterations, the error probability is now c. Next, we observe
that for a single round we know 0  KD for some K, and
equivalentlyK0  ðKÞD. Therefore, the error probability
after N iterations, N , satisfies KN  ðKcÞDNc . Taking
Kc < 1 allows us to bound the number of iterations
needed such that








For positive a and b, we have the identity alogDðbÞ ¼
blogDðaÞ, which, combined with the above equations, nec-
essarily entails that
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With the shorthand  ¼ logDðPc=nÞ, which is positive,
we have





The above expression for the yield decreases by a factor
polynomial in 1target. Conversely, the expected resource
cost of distillation is the inverse yield, and this cost in-
creases only polynomially in 1target. The scaling is gov-
erned by the factor  ¼ logDðPc=nÞ, but Pc can be taken
arbitrarily close to 1. That being so, the relevant scaling
parameter is  ¼ logDðnÞ, and so
Yð; targetÞ 
O½logð1target=KÞ : (71)
For our protocols in odd prime dimension, we find that
D ¼ 2 and n ¼ dm  1, so  ¼ log2ðdm  1Þ, which we
give in Table I.
Notice that the codeQRM5ð1Þ achieves the best yield
scaling of all quantum Reed-Muller codes. This accolade is
retained by QRM5ð1Þ, even if we compare it with all
presently known magic-state-distillation protocols.
B. Depolarizing noise thresholds
For some values of d and m, we have used the exact
expression for 0 to find the depolarizing noise threshold
dep, below which distillation occurs (see Table II).
However, these values should not be confused with the
absolute threshold  that holds for all noise models and
can be smaller. The threshold gets weaker for both increas-
ing d and increasingm, as suggested by the above approxi-
mate formula for 0 [see Eq. (65)]. When we increase m,
we increase the number of copies required per iteration but
decrease the depolarizing noise threshold. Consequently, it
is advantageous to use the smallest possible m such that
M 2Mmd . The benefit of largerm is, rather, that a large set
of states is distilled by the protocol.
If we also compare our protocols with the threshold of
the Bravyi-Kitaev (BK) protocol for d ¼ 2, the pattern
of better thresholds for smaller dimensions no longer
holds. We see that the best threshold we observe is for
QRM5ð1Þ, with a fairly high threshold also observed
for QRM3ð2Þ. There are many subtle differences in the
Clifford group between odd and even dimensions, and here
those differences work in our favor. In odd prime dimen-
sion, we can construct smaller codes with transversal non-
Clifford gates. Our code QRM5ð1Þ uses four ququints
covering a Hilbert space of dimension 54, which to our
knowledge is the smallest nontrivial stabilizer code with a
transversal non-Clifford gate. Furthermore, research to
date indicates that smaller codes lend themselves to better
thresholds. A plausible explanation is that larger codes
allow more undetected errors. Most of these undetected
errors will have a large Hamming weight; thus, while they
are negligible for small , they will be damaging for the
modest sized  relevant for threshold calculations.
Concerning thresholds for qubit protocols, we have
focused on the comparable protocol using quantum
Reed-Muller codes. The qubit threshold can be slightly
extended by using the seven-qubit Steane code [16]
( ¼ 0:146 45) or the five-qubit code [13] on a different
class of magic states ( ¼ 0:1719). Although they repre-
sent a slight improvement, both fall short of our qutrit and
ququint thresholds and have much poorer yields.
Before proceeding, we will remark on our notation
and terminology for quantifying depolarizing noise.
Throughout, we have used  ¼ 1 hM0jjM0i for the
error probability. If a state suffers depolarizing noise, it
has the form
 ¼ 	jM0ihM0j þ ð1 	Þ1=d; (72)
and in some parts of the literature 	 is used to quantify
noise. Relating these two distinct noise measures, we have
TABLE I. The yield-scaling parameter, , for distillation by
QRMdðmÞ, as governed by Eq. (71). The smaller the value of
, the more resource efficient the protocol in the limit of many
iterations. For qubit systems, the 10-to-2 protocol of Ref. [58]
achieves  ¼ log2ð5Þ 
 2:321 93, which is the best-known
value for qubit protocols. Empty cells indicate that no non-
Clifford gate exists for those parameters.
d m ¼ 1 m ¼ 2 m ¼ 3 m ¼ 4
2 2.464 97
3 3 4.700 44 6.321 93
5 2 4.584 96 6.9542 9.2854
7 2.584 96 5.584 96 8.417 85 11.2288
11 3.321 93 6.906 89 10.3772 13.8376
13 3.584 96 7.392 32 11.1007 14.8017
17 4 8.169 93 12.2621 16.3498
19 4.169 93 8.491 85 12.7436 16.9917
TABLE II. The distillation threshold dep for depolarizing
noise when distilled by QRMdðmÞ. We include the threshold
for the Brayvi-Kitaev protocol using 15 qubits, which uses a
quantum Reed-Muller code QRM2ð4Þ. Empty cells indicate
that no non-Clifford gates exist for those parameters.
d m ¼ 1 m ¼ 2 m ¼ 3 m ¼ 4
2 0.141 48
3 0.211 001 0.065 776 4 0.021 456 4
5 0.363 122 6 0.061 471 8 0.011 921 3 0.002 369 86
7 0.232 259 9 0.029 186 5 0.004 098 51 0.000 584 079
11 0.134 106 6 0.011 183 5 0.001 009 07 0.000 091 671 7
13 0.110 614 8 0.007 901 56 0.000 604 487 0.000 046 479 5
17 0.081 875 3 0.004 546 55 0.000 266 565 0.000 015 677 3
19 0.072 453 0.003 620 63 0.000 190 054 0.000 010 001 4
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dep ¼ ðd 1Þ	=d; (73)
and so a dependence on the dimensionality appears. In
terms of 	, thresholds appear larger, with QRM3ð2Þ
and QRM3ð2Þ having thresholds at 	 ¼ 0:317 and 	 ¼
0:453, respectively. Some readers may find using 	 to be
more natural, as it may be related to the depolarizing noise
rate of some unitary used to prepare the initial noisy magic
states. However, when unitaries suffer depolarizing noise,
the best strategy is not to simply apply the noisy unitary to
jþi. Rather, better thresholds can be achieved with noisy
unitaries by using the noise dilution protocol of Howard
and Vala [56]. Furthermore, the threshold boosts from
noise dilution become more prominent for higher
dimensions.
C. Performance ofQRM3ð2Þ
Here, we apply our methods to the three-dimensional
case using QRM3ð2Þ, as explicitly defined in
Definition 5. In previous work [43], we proposed other
protocols for the three-dimensional case, including a gen-
eralization of the five-qubit code to qutrits. While magic-
state distillation was observed for this five-qutrit code,
these previous studies showed only a linear suppression
of noise, whereas here we observe a more rapid quadratic
suppression with each iteration.
We takeM to be the canonicalM3 gate, as in Theorem 1
and Eq. (46). By CM twirling, all single qudit quantum
states are projected onto the diagonal in the jMki basis,
such that  ¼ PkfkjMkihMkj. When we wish to distil
jM0i, the weights f1 and f2 represent different types of
noise. The parameter region for which the protocol is
attracted to a magic state is shown in Fig. 2. A more
convenient parametrization is f1 ¼ cos2ð
Þ and f2 ¼
sin2ð
Þ, as we are mainly interested in how the total noise
reduces. Our techniques allow us to find an analytic solu-
tion for 0 after a single iteration of magic-state distillation
with QRM3ð2Þ. However, the expression is lengthy, so
here we truncate to third order,
0 ¼ 2½3þ cosð4
Þ þ 3½9 cosð4
Þ þO½4; (74)
which is quadratically reduced. In Fig. 3(a), we show the
exact output error probability for the whole range of differ-
ent noise models (different 
) and depolarizing noise (
 ¼
=2). We find that a threshold of  ¼ 0:200 15 for general
noise and dep ¼ 0:211 001 for depolarizing noise (as cited
earlier). That being so, for all 
, if 0< < , it follows that
0 < . We can also find a quadratic upper bound, such that,
for all  and 
, we have 0  K2 with K ¼ 5:03. The value
of K is found by considering the function 02 and numeri-
cally maximizing, so K ¼ sup;
f02g.
The region of distillable states is actually slightly larger
than the  <  region, with a greater noise tolerance for
some values of 
. To find the whole distillable region, we
resort to numerics and present the results as part of Fig. 2.
Several other important regions of the plane are also high-
lighted. We show the stabilizer states and bound magic
states, which cannot be distilled by any stabilizer opera-
tion. Between these regions is a nonempty regime of
ambiguous status, on which our protocol does not work
and which is ruled out from distillability by any known
theorem. Even in the simple qubit case, such puzzling
regimes exist, and it has proven challenging to conclu-
sively decide their status; see, for example, Refs. [25,26].
Also important is the success probability of distillation
withQRM3ð2Þ, which for all states satisfies P  1=9 and
for small  is approximately
P ¼ 1 8þ ½31þ cosð4
Þ2 þOð3Þ: (75)
Given these fairly high success probabilities and that we
use only eight copies per iteration, this protocol is com-
petitive in comparison to the Bravyi-Kitaev protocol that
also used Reed-Muller codes. The BK protocol uses 15
copies per iteration and has P  1=16, and for small  it
achieves P ¼ 1 15þOð2Þ. OurQRM3ð2Þ code re-
quires fewer copies per iteration, but it would require more
iterations to achieve the same error suppression as BK,













FIG. 2. The canonical CM plane for a qutrit, d ¼ 3, onto which
any state can be projected by CM twirling. Every quantum state
is a point in the complex plane for the complex number z ¼
trðCMÞ. The three pure magic states, jMki, take values z ¼
1; !;!2, which have jzj2 ¼ 1 and so lie on a circle in the plane.
All physical states have z ¼ ð1 f1  f2Þ þ!f1 þ!2f2, and
so lie in the convex hull of the pure magic states, forming a
triangle of physical states. The distillable region of states can, by
use of the QRM3ð2Þ protocol, be brought arbitrarily close to
the nearest pure magic state. The stabilizer states are the convex
hull over the set of points, z, taken for each of the pure stabilizer
states. It is impossible to distill not only the stabilizer states but
also the bound states, as demonstrated in Ref. [42]. Note that the
rotational symmetry is to be expected, as the Pauli Z rotation
performs a rotation in the CM plane.
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since BK has a cubic error suppression rather than just
quadratic.
In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we consider the exact yield of
our protocol, compared against BK, assuming depolariz-
ing noise, so 
 ¼ =4. For small error probability in <
0:05, the yield of our protocol QRM3ð2Þ is similar to
BK. Both protocols give yields of the same order of
magnitude, and whichever protocol is superior fluctuates
with variation in required iterations. However, as the
initial error probability in increases, the yield of
QRM3ð2Þ exceeds that of BK by many orders of mag-
nitude. The dominant effect here is that the yield of BK
vanishes as we approach the threshold BK 
 0:1415,
whereas our protocol can tolerate depolarization all the
way up to dep 
 0:211.
The results of Sec. VIA also give us analytic tools for
estimating yields. These tools show that for small target the
yield of our protocol decreases as
Y 
O½logð1target=5:03Þ ; (76)
where  ¼ log2ð8Þ ¼ 3. This scaling factor can be com-
pared with the BK protocol, which achieves a similar
scaling with  ¼ log3ð15Þ 
 2:46. We see that these pro-
tocols have similar scaling properties, but BK performs
slightly better in the large 1target limit. However, the nu-
merical results reported in the previous paragraph show
that finite size effects and a superior threshold often out-








































FIG. 3. The output error 0 against input error  for (a) QRM3ð2Þ and (b) QRM5ð1Þ. For a fixed , there are many different
compatible states, and so there are many different possible output 0. These output 0 are shown as a region rather than as a single
curve. For the worst-case noise, we mark the threshold . The dashed line shows the specific instance of depolarizing noise, and the
associated depolarizing threshold dep is also shown. The straight line is simply the ‘‘breakeven’’ line.
FIG. 4. The yield on a log scale of our protocols,QRM3ð2Þ andQRM5ð1Þ (blue), compared with the Bravyi-KitaevQRM2ð4Þ
(red) protocol. (a) and (c) are a function of initial error probabilities in and target error probabilities target. For the qutrit and ququint
states, the noise is depolarizing. (a) and (c) come with cross sections (b) and (d), respectively, with the target error probability held
constant. The sudden changes in yield occur because of discrete changes in the number of iterations required.
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D. Performance ofQRM5ð1Þ
Next, we apply our methods to the five-dimensional case
using the code QRM5ð1Þ, as explicitly defined in
Definition 6. This protocol is the first ever applied to the
problem of distilling magic states in five-dimensional
systems. The code and associated protocol have many
distinguishing features already mentioned: The code is
the smallest known nontrivial code to have a transversal
non-Clifford gate, has the largest noise threshold against
depolarizing noise (dep ¼ 0:363), and has the best-known
scaling in terms of expected yield (with  ¼ 2). All these
features can be attributed to the fact that d ¼ 5 is the
smallest dimension where a diagonal non-Clifford gate
exists with period d, allowing us to work with m ¼ 1.
Again, we take M to be the canonical M5 gate, as in
Theorem 1 and Eq. (49). The CM-twirled states are pa-
rametrized by a fidelity, f0 ¼ 1 , and four independent
noise parameters fj for j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4. In Fig. 3(b), we show
the range of different output error rates for all different
types of noise and the depolarizing noise, which have
thresholds of  ¼ 0:311 95 and dep ¼ 0:363 122, respec-
tively. We noted earlier that theQRM5ð1Þ possesses the
best-known protection against depolarizing noise but also
see here that its robustness against generic noise is also
unrivaled.
Unfortunately, five-dimensional systems are quite com-
plex. Even after twirling into the CM plane, we cannot
easily visually represent the whole distillability region as
we did for the qutrit protocol. For this reason, we focus on
the depolarized case with f0 ¼ 1  and fj0 ¼ =4.
After a successful implementation of one round, a depo-
larized state is output with
0 ¼ 
2ð96 160þ 752Þ







and occurs with probability
P ¼ ð1 2Þ
4ð64 256þ 4802  4003 þ 1254Þ
64ð1þ Þ4




Based on these results, we expect the protocol to have an
excellent yield. We numerically study the yield and again
compare it against the qubit protocolQRM2ð4Þ or Bravyi
and Kitaev; see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). The numerics confirm
that, across all parameter regimes, QRM5ð1Þ offers a
significant resource savings of potentially many orders of
magnitude. Magic-state distillation is typically the most
resource intensive aspect of fault-tolerance schemes, and
so high yield protocols are very desirable.
VII. STATE INJECTION AND UNIVERSAL
QUANTUM COMPUTING
Protocols for qudit magic-state distillation are our main
focus, but what happens after preparation of a highly
purified magic state? Our ultimate goal is to simulate a
non-Clifford group unitary via state injection. For the
CM-magic states of direct interest, we show the following.
Theorem 5. Consider any M 2Mmd and any noisy
magic state  with  ¼ 1 hM0jjM0i. There exists a
trace-preserving stabilizer operation, G, that deterministi-
cally implements state injection such that for all 
jjGð  Þ MMyjj1  2; (79)





For perfect magic states,  ¼ 0, this theorem entails that
GðM  Þ ¼ MMy. We first focus on the ideal case and
later extend to noisy magic states.
For qubit systems, any magic state on the equator of the
Bloch sphere may be exchanged for a unitary randomly
selected from a pair of non-Clifford phase gates [13]. In a
previous work, it was shown that a qutrit analog of the
Bloch sphere equator [43] provides magic states that can be
used for state injection of non-Clifford phase gates. Here,
we review and generalize these ideas.
Definition 11. We say that a qudit quantum state ji is






It follows immediately that a jM0i state is a phase state
withj ¼ 2j=dm. The essential feature of such states is
that they are unbiased with respect to the computational
basis, such that a Z measurement generates completely
random outcomes. Taking an unknown state jc i and mea-
suring ZZy on the pair jijc i also gives unbiased out-
comes, and so no information is gained from jc i. Denoting
a general state as jc i ¼ Pjcjjji, the result of a projection,






ijk jj  kijji: (81)
We decode by performing a Clifford unitary such that
jj  kijji ! jkijji and tracing out the first system. As






which can also be expressed as
UkðÞ ¼ ðXkÞyU0ðÞXk; (83)
where we note that
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U0ðÞjþ0i ¼ ji: (84)
The transformation is unitary but randomly selected from d
different possibilities.
How do we simulate a deterministic unitary required
for a computation? Herein, we consider unitary gates
produced from a magic state, jM0i, such that
Uk ¼ ðXkÞyMXk: (85)
Again, we exploit the relationship between M and the
Clifford unitary CM¼MXMy. Noting that CkM¼MXkMy,
we express the unitary as
Uk ¼ ðXkÞyMXkMyM (86)
¼ ðXkÞyCkMM: (87)
Therefore, we can recover the desiredM unitary by apply-
ing the inverse of Clifford unitary ðXkÞyCkM.
We have established a deterministic stabilizer operation,
such that GðjM0ihM0j  Þ ¼ MMy. We now relax our
assumptions and allow the resource to be imperfect, so that
1  ¼ hM0jjM0i. By CM twirling, we can ensure that
the state has the form  ¼ ð1 ÞjM0ihM0j þ 0, where
jj0jj1 ¼ 1. Applying our map G to the noisy state gives
Gð  Þ ¼ ð1 ÞMMy þ Gð0  Þ: (88)
Subtracting MMy yields
Gð  Þ MMy ¼ Gð0  Þ  MMy: (89)
Taking the trace norm and using the triangle inequality
gives
jjGð  Þ MMyjj1
 jjGð0  Þjj1 þ jjMMyjj1 ¼ 2:
The above is a rigorous treatment of the intuition that, if the
magic state is almost perfect, then so too is the state
injection.
The addition of non-Clifford M and My gates to our
repertoire of unitaries generates a set dense in the special
unitary group (see Refs. [53,59] and Appendix D).
Furthermore, for every gate in this set, its inverse is also
contained in the set. Thus, the Solovay-Kitaev algorithm
can be applied to ensure an efficient approximation of
any unitary. This argument also applies to the results of
Ref. [43], where the qutrit Clifford group was supple-
mented by a non-Clifford unitary, but universality was
only conjectured there.
VIII. DISCUSSION
We have generalized the idea of magic-state distillation
using quantum Reed-Muller codes to all prime dimensions,
enabling the preparation of highly purified nonstabilizer
states for a given device capable of ideal stabilizer opera-
tions. By state injection, these magic states enable us to
simulate universal quantum computation. While many as-
pects of the generalization were very analogous to the qubit
case, there have also been some remarkable surprises. In
odd prime dimension, the non-Clifford gates we gain are
fundamentally different from the phase gates implemented
by the Bravyi-Kitaev protocols. In particular, we find
that for primes d  5 there exist quantum Reed-Muller
codes of only d 1 qudits that possess these non-Clifford
gates as transversal gates, whereas 24  1 ¼ 15 qubits are
needed for a similar construction.
To our knowledge, the ququint code (d ¼ 5) using only
four ququints is the smallest nontrivial stabilizer code with
a transversal non-Clifford gate. Such a small code size
translates into real practical gains, with the ququint proto-
col achieving better error-probability thresholds (see
Sec. VI B) than any other known protocol with a polyno-
mially scaling yield: dep ¼ 0:363 for depolarizing noise.
Calculating the yield of the ququint protocol also shows
that it is superior to all known qubit protocols, as is
demonstrated by both numerics and analytic scaling argu-
ments. For larger prime dimensions, d > 5, the thresholds
and resource costs deteriorate with increasing dimension. It
is not currently clear whether this deterioration is an in-
evitable problem with higher-dimensional systems or a
peculiarity of our protocols. We also investigate in detail
the performance of an eight-qutrit (d ¼ 3) protocol, which,
while not as effective as the ququint protocol, is still
competitive against qubit protocols.
It is natural to question whether , as defined in Eq. (9),
is a fair measure to use to compare noise thresholds in
systems of different dimensions. It would be desirable to
use a noise measure that is practically motivated based on
noise processes that could occur in the lab. In Ref. [41], the
depolarizing noise rate 	 is employed, where 	 measures
the degree of depolarizing noise of state  from pure state
jc i via  ¼ ð1 	Þjc ihc j þ ðp=dÞ1. For a depolarizing
noise model, 	 is related to  via  ¼ ½ðd 1Þ=d	.
Quantifying error via 	 penalizes higher-dimensional
states, yet, even via this measure, the thresholds for the
four-ququint code continue to significantly outperform
their qubit counterparts.
Nevertheless, one can argue that 	 is also an unfair
method of comparison given the larger number of noise
processes that contribute to depolarizing noise for higher-
dimensional systems. Ultimately, for the context of magic-
state distillation, the most relevant measure of comparison
would be the yield at the fault-tolerance threshold.
Unfortunately, at present, fault-tolerant quantum computa-
tion with higher-dimensional systems remains a little-
explored research area, and thresholds comparable to,
e.g., the schemes of Knill [4] or Harrington et al. [3], are
unknown. We know of only one study of qudit fault-
tolerance thresholds [60], and, while evidence was pre-
sented there that higher-dimensional systems may provide
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better thresholds than their binary counterparts, the
analysis in that paper is limited. In particular, therefore,
our results motivate further study of full fault-tolerance
schemes based on ququint and qutrit components.
It is possible that the enhanced performance in dimensions
3 and 5 seen in our magic-state-distillation protocols
translates into better thresholds and resource costs for
full fault-tolerance schemes based on qutrits and ququints.
Another application of our results is to models of com-
putation where the fault-tolerant operations are a proper
subgroup of the Clifford group. For instance, the qubit
topological cluster states [3,17] cannot directly prepare Y
eigenstates, but they can be distilled using magic-state
distillation. In qudit generalizations of the topological
cluster scheme, we anticipate that preparation of XZ
eigenstates will not be topologically protected. While
we have focused on the distillation of nonstabilizer states,
our protocols also enable distillation of XZ stabilizer
states.
Our understanding of the magic-state model is still in its
infancy, despite many striking similarities to the more
mature theory of entanglement. However, as we pointed
out in our review in the Introduction, there has been a flurry
of recent results on the qudit magic-state model. Numerous
problems of a fundamental nature now present themselves
as ripe for tackling. Inspired by entanglement theory, we
might ask if qudit protocols exist for magic catalysis
[61,62] or magic activation [61,63]. Furthermore, while
all known protocols offer yields of magic states with
arbitrarily small error probabilities, the yield vanishes as
the target error vanishes. In contrast, in entanglement
theory, the hashing protocol [64,65] and quantum polar-
coding techniques [66] offer a method of distilling entan-
glement at a nonzero yield even for vanishing target error.
Whether such a protocol could exist for magic-state dis-
tillation is an intriguing and wide-open question.
In the final stages of this research, we became aware of
recent work that proposes a novel protocol [58] for qubit
magic-state distillation. The protocol, which the authors of
[58] call the 10-to-2 protocol, takes ten noisy magic states
per iteration and outputs two magic states. This protocol is
the first to output more than one magic state per iteration;
it has the benefit of increasing its yield. Similar tech-
niques could potentially also be used to design higher-
dimensional protocols.
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APPENDIX A: THE CANONICALM GATE
Here, we verify the assertions of Theorem 1 and show
that the canonical M is a member ofMmd for the asserted
values of d and m. We begin by showing that
CM ¼ MXMy / XP: (A1)
Left multiplying by Xy gives XyMXMy / P. The left-
hand side is then
XyMXMy ¼X
j
exp½i2ðj1  jÞ=dmjjihjj: (A2)
The above equals P, up to a global phase, if, for all 0 
j  d 1,





for some c. We first solve for the cases where j  1 ¼
jþ 1, in other words, j  d 1. For this set of equations,
we may use standard arithmetic and recurrence equation





þ jcþ 0 (A4)
for all j, where c and 0 are integers to be determined.
These integer variables will be fixed by demanding that
Eq. (A3) with j ¼ d 1 holds, and also that Pjj ¼ 0.
First, let us impose the former condition and substitute
Eq. (A4) into Eq. (A3) for j ¼ d 1, to yield






þ jðd 1Þcþ 0





Solving this equation for c yields




For m  2, inspection reveals that c is integer valued
for all d. For m ¼ 1, c is integer valued for all prime
d  5, which follows from the fact that, when m ¼ 1,
c ¼ ðd 1Þðd 2Þ=6. We use the fact that 6 ¼ 3 2.
Since d  5 is a prime number not equal to three d, it is
not divisible by 3; thus, either ðd 1Þ or ðd 2Þ must be
divisible by 3. Since d  5 is a prime number not equal to
2, then ðd 1Þ must be divisible by 2. Hence, the product
ðd 1Þðd 2Þ is divisible by 6 for all primes d  5 and c
is an integer for m ¼ 1 and d  5.
It remains to fix 0 by imposing that
P
jj ¼ 0.
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For m  2, we see, by inspection, that 0 is integer valued
for all d. For m ¼ 1, 0 is integer valued for all prime
d  5, and the proof for this latter case is as follows. When
m ¼ 1, 0 ¼ ðdþ 1Þðd 1Þðd 2Þ=24. We observe that
24 ¼ 3 2 4. Since d  5 is a prime number not equal
to three d, it is not divisible by 3; thus, either ðd 1Þ
or ðd 2Þ must be divisible by 3. Since d is an odd prime
number, both ðdþ 1Þ and ðd 1Þ must be divisible
by 2, and one of this pair must be divisible by 4. Hence,
ðdþ 1Þðd 1Þðd 2Þ must be divisible by 24, and con-
sequently 0 is an integer for m ¼ 1 and d  5.
Thus, the gate M, as defined in Theorem 1, satisfies all
the requirements to be a member ofMmd . For m ¼ 1 and
d ¼ 3, j is not integer valued for all values of j, and so the
above argument does not provide a member of M13.
Indeed, for d ¼ 3, it is easy to numerically search the
sets of gates with integer j and verify that none is non-
Clifford and thus thatM13 is empty.
APPENDIX B: PROJECTION ONTO
LOGICAL SUBSPACE
Here, we present the reasoning that leads to Eqs. (24)
and (25), which can be divided into three cases: a detected
error, no error, and an undetected error.
When v =2 L?X , an error is present that is detected by the
code, and so the state vanishes: jþvi ¼ 0. More pre-
cisely, we recall that Xjþki ¼ !kjþki, and so more gen-
erally that X½ujþvi ¼ !hv;uijþvi. Projecting onto the þ1
eigenspace of all X½u 2 SX entails that the state will
vanish unless hv;ui ¼ 0 for all u 2 LX. In other words,
it is simply the requirement that v is in the dual of LX,
which proves Eq. (24).
For the no-error instances, v 2 LZ, the state does
not vanish under projection. Furthermore, since j þ vi ¼
Z½vjþin and Z½v ¼ , we have jþvi ¼ jþin,
and so all such states must be projected onto the same
logical state. Finally, we observe that jþin is stabilized by




All other possibilities correspond to undetected errors,
resulting in a projection onto other logical states. In such
cases, v 2 L?X , and so there must exist a j 2 Fd such that
w ¼ v  j1 2 LZ. In terms of Pauli operators, we have
Z½w ¼ Z½vZ½j1, and so Z½v ¼ Z½wZ½ðd jÞ1.
Since the logical operator is ZL ¼ Z½ðd 1Þ1, it follows
that Z½v ¼ Z½wZjL. In terms of the quantum state, we









APPENDIX C: WEIGHT ENUMERATORS
Here, we find the weight enumerators for the
shortened Reed-Muller codes LX ¼RMdð1; mÞ and
L0X ¼ spanðLX; 1Þ, as given in Eqs. (63) and (64). Since
LX  L0X, it is natural to start with LX and then add the
remaining terms.
First, LX contains a zero vector ð0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ with zero
Hamming weight. Second, all the remaining code words—
there are dm  1 such code words—have ðd 1Þ zeros,
i.e., have Hamming weight n ðd 1Þ ¼ dm  d. Thus,
we have the weight enumerator
WLX ðxÞ ¼ 1þ ðdm  1Þxðd
mdÞ: (C1)
The enumerator forL0X can be broken into d separate sums,








For the rest of this argument, we focus on the j  0 terms.
First, each j1, when added to the ð0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ vector, gen-
erates a code word of full Hamming weight (n ¼ dm  1).
Second, each j1, when added to any other code word
of LX [other than the ð0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ vector], results in a
code word with dm1 zeros, and so the Hamming weight
is n dm1 ¼ dm  1 dm1. For each LX  j1, there
are dm  1 such code words, and so
WLXj1ðxÞ ¼ xðd
m1Þ þ ðdm  1Þxðdm1dm1Þ: (C2)
For every j  0, we obtain the same result. We have d 1
such sums, and so
WL0X ðxÞ ¼ WLX ðxÞ þ ðd 1ÞWLX1ðxÞ;
which expands into the formula given in the main text with
x ¼ ~.
APPENDIX D: ADDING ANY NON-CLIFFORD
GATE PROMOTES THE CLIFFORD GROUP
TO A UNIVERSAL SET
We consider quantum circuits on n qudits of odd prime
dimension d. We show here that the combination of two
theorems of Nebe, Rains, and Sloane shows that the addi-
tion of any non-Clifford gate to the Clifford group gener-
ates a set of unitaries that is dense in SUðdnÞ. In Ref. [59],
their Theorem 7.3 implies that any finite group that con-
tains the Clifford group must be generated by the Clifford
group and a gate proportional to the identity. Thus, the
group H generated by the Clifford group and a non-
Clifford unitary (not proportional to the identity) cannot
be finite and must be of infinite order.
In Corollary 6.8.2 of Ref. [53], the authors show that any
closed subgroup H that satisfies Cnd  H  UðdnÞ must
either have finite order (ignoring global phase factors) or
be SUðdnÞ. Combining this corollary with the above theo-
rem by Nebe, Rains, and Sloane, we conclude that the
closure of the group generated by the Clifford group and
any non-Clifford unitary (not proportional to the identity)
is SUðdnÞ.
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